CollabForum

Low-cost, quick-to-launch, project-based collaborations

The Inventures CollabForum is a not-for-profit organization leveraging Inventures’ best practices and
knowledge base of more than 25 years in supporting and engaging technology ecosystems to:
•
•
•

Validate technology solution approaches
Execute pilot projects
Transfer assets and intellectual property
from existing collaborations

Value
Delivered

•
•
•

Facilitate interoperability testing/demonstration
Create specifications
Develop reference implementations

CollabForum provides a low-barrier to entry, scalable and project-focused
organization for collaboration and innovation enabling companies to
quickly leverage the strategic value of technology development.
Facilitating cross-company and industry collaboration is the primary
goal. Project-based collaborations of every size benefit from our turnkey
approach with an established infrastructure, policies and procedures that
allows a fast start-up and guides projects to full operation.
The CollabForum also offers a low-cost place to transfer organizational
assets including specifications and IPR for organizations looking to
sunset or scale-back.
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Membership Features and Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Start any number and type of new project and
selectively participate in existing projects
Unlimited use of collaboration portal and tools
Standardized project/program management,
marketing and other support services included
Maximum flexibility to fine-tune projects to specific
goals, support and/or resource needs
Truly neutral playing field and full independence
from any particular open-source community,
structure or repository

Joining the CollabForum is a simple process with a standard membership
agreement and low-cost, flat annual fee. In addition, there are two optional
offerings:
•
•

Per project-specific fees to participate in any number of projects
Board level, to steer and govern the direction of the organization

Join the CollabForum

Inventures Advantage
Inventures offers companies, standard-setting organizations, and user/development communities access to the world’s
pre-eminent technology community professionals and solutions. We help you advance emerging and existing technologies
by creating and managing ecosystems, driving stakeholder collaboration and building new markets. Whatever your goals,
we can provide a customizable set of resources that are unmatched in the industry, and our business practices and
approaches provide the expertise, speed, and leverage to help your organization achieve its vision.
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